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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Convention</th>
<th>Example text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>This information is displayed in the instructor’s presentation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warning or Caution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hint</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related or Additional Information</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitated Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User interface control</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Window title</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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TARGET AUDIENCE
This course is intended for the following audiences:

- Application Consultant
- Support Consultant
Lesson 1: Understanding the Demand for a Defence Solution
Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

- Understand the demand for a defense solution

Lesson 2: Describing the Development History of DFPS
Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

- Describe the development history of Defense Forces and Public Security (DFPS)

Lesson 3: Describing the Current Solution Footprint
Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

- Describe the latest solution of DFPS with ERP

Lesson 4: Outlining the Current Development Approach
Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

- Outline the current development approach for DFPS

Lesson 5: Describing the Purpose of the Defense Interest Group (DEIG)
Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

- Describe the purpose of the DEIG

Lesson 6: Describing the Scope of DFPS with SAP S/4HANA
Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

- Describe the scope of DFPS with SAP S/4HANA
UNIT 2

Force Elements and Force Structures

Lesson 1: Outlining the Table of Organization and Equipment (TOE)
Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:
• Outline the Table of Organization and Equipment (TOE)

Lesson 2: Defining a Force Element
Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:
• Define a force element

Lesson 3: Describing Force Element Data Model Design
Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:
• Describe force element data model design

Lesson 4: Describing Force Structure and Usage Types
Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:
• Describe different approaches to modeling a force element

Lesson 5: Describing Force Element Structures
Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:
• Describe force element structures
UNIT 3 Structure Workbench

Lesson 1: Outlining the Structures Workbench
Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

• Outline the Structures Workbench

Lesson 2: Navigating the Structure Area
Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

• Navigate the Structure Area

Lesson 3: Navigating the Selection Area
Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

• Navigate the Selection Area

Lesson 4: Using the Detail Area of the Structure Workbench
Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

• Use the detail area of the Structure Workbench

Lesson 5: Using the Document Management System
Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

• Use the Document Management System
Lesson 1: Creating a Position

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

• Create a Position

Lesson 2: Describing the Role of Qualifications and Jobs in the Force Structure

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

• Describe the Role of Qualifications and Jobs in the Force Structure

Lesson 3: Describing Evaluation Paths in DFPS

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

• Describe how evaluation paths are used in DFPS
Lesson 1: Explaining the Organizational Structures used in Operations and Exercises

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

● Explain organizational structures used in operations and exercises

Lesson 2: Creating Operations and Exercises

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

● Create operations and exercises

Lesson 3: Staffing Operations and Exercises

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

● Staff operations with personnel
Lesson 1: Describing DFPS Accounting Components
Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:
- Describe DFPS accounting components

Lesson 2: Describing DFPS Organizational Levels and Accounting
Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:
- Describe DFPS Organizational Levels and Accounting

Lesson 3: Describing the Technical Settings in Accounting
Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:
- Describe the technical settings in accounting

Lesson 4: Describing DFPS Force Elements and Accounting Objects
Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:
- Describe the DFPS force elements and accounting objects

Lesson 5: Describing Force Element Status Changes
Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:
- Describe force element status changes

Lesson 6: Describing Force Element Delimitation Impacts
Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

- Describe force element delimitation impacts

### Lesson 7: Explaining Organizational Measure Changes

**Lesson Objectives**

After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

- Explain organizational measure changes

### Lesson 8: Explaining Workflow Management

**Lesson Objectives**

After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

- Explain workflow management

### Lesson 9: Explaining Accounting Links in the Structures Workbench

**Lesson Objectives**

After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

- Explain accounting links in the structures workbench

### Lesson 10: Describing Mass Generation Functionalities in DFPS

**Lesson Objectives**

After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

- Describe the mass generation functionalities in DFPS

### Lesson 11: Describing the Generation of the CO Standard Hierarchies

**Lesson Objectives**

After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

- Describe the generation of the CO standard hierarchies in DFPS

### Lesson 12: Describing the Different Accounting Objects Relevant to DFPS

**Lesson Objectives**

After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

- Describe the different accounting objects relevant to DFPS
Lesson 1: Creating New Transactions

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

- Create a new transaction

Lesson 2: Customizing a Transaction in the Structures Workbench

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

- Create usage types with limited tab pages

Lesson 3: Customizing the Structure, Selection, and Detail Areas

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

- Customize a DFPS transaction

Lesson 4: Customizing Evaluation Paths

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

- Customize evaluation paths
Lesson 1: DFPS66 Case Study

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

- Customize a new organizational structure for a Humanitarian Air operation